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PTC Now Offers Over 490 Control Arm Part Numbers
Increase your profits with one of the industry’s fastest growing product line segments
PTC is pleased to announce the addition of Control Arms to our
product offering. There are over 490 part numbers available that
provide nearly 90% market coverage (may vary by region).

Upper Control Arm

Automotive suspension replacement rates continue to rise with
today’s light weight suspension designs and control arms are one
of the fastest growing product line segments in today’s market. This
represents a significant profit opportunity for our customers.
The primary function of a control arm is to provide a connection
point between the body of the vehicle and wheel. This suspension
design allows the wheel to move up and down, while the body
frame and passenger compartment stays smooth and level.
Lower Control Arm
The lower control arm works with the upper control arm to keep
your wheel in alignment in all positions. This allows for more unrestricted up and down and swivel
motions that are possible on newer vehicles. Any structural damage to a control arm can greatly affect
the alignment and steering performance, and needs to be replaced in order to restore OE performance.
PTC Control Arms offer outstanding performance at an extremely
competitive price. Control arms are thoroughly tested to ensure
durability and feature lightweight aluminum construction (where
required) as well as greaseable ball joints for easy maintenance
and long life. All parts are manufactured in TS16949-certified
facilities.

493 sku’s
available

Key Features and Benefits Include:
 Produced to exact OE dimensional specifications to meet or
exceed OE form, fit and function
 Control Arms include ball joints and bushings (where
applicable) assures ease of installation and a proper fit
 Light weight aluminum applications match OE design for less
unsprung weight which minimizes stress on other chassis
components
 493 SKU’s available provide coverage for most Domestic,
Asian and European applications
 Customized competitive part number labeling available
Click Here for a complete list of all the Control Arm numbers now available
Call us today at 800-626-8333 to order your needs!

